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Experience that matters.

KLDiscovery has strong industry roots and an exciting, innovative future. Our strength in 
building great technology and delivering the highest quality services is the foundation for 
bringing exceptional eDiscovery and data recovery solutions to our clients.

Around the globe. Across the street.

KLDiscovery is a global leader with the ability to serve global clients through strong 
international reach and local eDiscovery and data recovery expertise.

Pioneers and innovators.

Combining our deep industry experience and technological heritage, KLDiscovery brings 
you proprietary and best-in-class tools and capabilities across the eDiscovery and data 
recovery spectrum.

Consultative support and services.

KLDiscovery prides itself on exceeding the highest standards of client service 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year. We offer a full range of consultative project support 
and document review services to help you tackle the complex, the challenging and the 
simple.

KLDiscovery 
exceeds our clients’ 
expectations by 
solving complex data 
challenges through 
global capabilities 
delivered with local 
expertise.

Service. Unmatched.
KLDiscovery helps clients solve complex data challenges. Through our global KLDiscovery and Ontrack 
businesses, we deliver integrated, best-in-class eDiscovery and data recovery technologies and services 
to support litigation, investigation, compliance and recovery from data loss.



Around the globe. Across the street.

 Ediscovery Case Management

 Data Center

 Computer Forensic Lab

 Document Review

 Data Recovery Services

 Tape Lab

 Nebula available via Microsoft Azure Cloud
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	Q 20 data recovery labs
	Q On-site eDiscovery available everywhere 
with Nebula Private Cloud

	Q 40+ offices
	Q 20 countries
	Q 10 data centers
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Ediscovery Solutions

	Q Nebula™: Our proprietary end-to-end eDiscovery solution 
facilitates smarter ways to cull, process, review and manage 
documents while providing comprehensive functionality.

	Q Relativity: As the first to license Relativity, we have broken many 
records and have the industry’s highest number of Relativity 
Certified Experts and Masters.

	Q EDR: This proprietary tool integrates all stages of your review 
into one robust platform – from early data assessment and 
analysis to review and production.

	Q Relativity Enhancements: Accelerate your review with 
Predictive Coding, A/V Suite, Workflow, AutoRedaction, PrivLog 
Builder®, Native Spreadsheet Redaction and Natural Language 
Processing.

	Q KLD Analytics: A full range of technology-assisted review tools 
combined with a deep bench of expertise.

	Q Managed Document Review Services: Combines the logistics 
of managing a review workflow with technology that saves time 
and money.

	Q Nebula Private Cloud: Our experts bring the data center to 
your office, allowing powerful processing, filtering and analysis 
without the need to transfer data outside the company or across 
borders.

	Q Managed Services: The KLDiscovery managed services team 
partners with your organization to design an eDiscovery program 
that provides the skills and support you need.

Digital Forensic Services

	Q Data Collection: With teams around the globe and experience 
collecting data in approximately 150 countries, our local experts 
and global reach bring you the greatest support.

	Q Remote Collection Manager (RCMgr®): Perform forensically-
sound collections of hard drives, loose files and email servers – 
effortlessly and defensibly.

	Q Computer Forensics: Our computer forensics experts are 
equipped with state-of-the-art tools and knowledge to collect 
data in the most hard-to-reach places.

	Q Data Recovery: 500,000+ successful data recoveries 
performed in state-of-the-art clean rooms with proprietary 
technology.

Enterprise Solutions

	Q Information Governance: Subject matter experts and 
technology to help you manage the unrelenting growth of 
organizational data.

	Q Office 365: As an inaugural Microsoft Compliance and 
eDiscovery partner, KLDiscovery has helped hundreds of 
clients overcome the challenges and leverage the opportunities 
presented in managing eDiscovery, data governance, privacy 
regulation data subject requests, and regulatory compliance in 
the Microsoft cloud.

	Q Legal Hold: KLDiscovery’s seasoned experts and technology 
offerings bring simplicity and superior defensibility to the legal 
hold management process.

	Q Nebula Big Data Store: A highly scalable, enterprise-grade 
cloud storage solution combining advanced data intelligence 
with cloud economics to deliver clients superior value in solving 
their big data challenges.

Specialty Areas

	Q Second Requests: Uniquely equipped to manage document productions to the FTC, DOJ and other global competition bureaus with 
massive processing capabilities and battle-tested methodologies.

	Q Cross-border Litigation: Significant experience with multinational corporations and global litigation with data centers located around 
the world.

	Q Insurance Panels: Experience with insurance companies and their workflows.


